
 
 

        

Come along and have some Art Tent adventures during Term 3. 
                

  You can book in for the whole term or choose a workshop series that specifically 
appeals to your interests.  

All workshops will be on Mondays from 11am-midday in the small meeting 
room at the Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre in Lawson.  

All these workshops are aimed at 5-12yr old children. Book in now and let 
your imagination travel a wild and adventurous path. Places are limited so 
email rachel@thearttent.com.au today and book in before it’s too late.  

Check out what’s on offer: 

Weeks 1&2:   Apples and Oranges… Get up close and personal with some of 
your favourite fruits. Express yourself through a variety of drawing materials 
and experiment with printmaking techniques.  

Weeks 3-6: The Fine Art of Story Telling…Art Tent has a special guest 
facilitator for this one off series.... Gareth Thomas story teller and poet 
extraordinaire will be sharing his love of stories.   

This is an intimate and exciting adventure into the world of make believe 
where well-loved fairy tales will be reimagined through the eyes of the 
children.  

Over a 4 week series of workshops we will listen to stories, we will recreate 
and re-contextualise, we will develop and refine our story telling skills and we 
will explore the world of illustration and puppetry.  

Weeks 7&8: Science through Art… some of you may have joined us for some 
Science through Art last year. And if you did, you will remember how much fun 
we had. For this series Julie-Ann Henninger will be a special guest co- 
facilitator. 

 Explore the history of the universe through the concept of the Cosmic 
Calendar and create artworks as you bend your head around time, space 
and evolution.  

We will also be exploring The Tree of Life… looking at how all living things 
on earth are connected.  We will make individual art works that can be 
joined together in a family tree to show the relationships between all of our 
favourite creatures. 

Weeks 9&10: Mathematics through Art… This time we will be exploring 
3dimensional shapes, fractions, decimals and graphs…. We will be getting 
very creative and exploring a range of art materials while we expand our 
mathematical knowledge and delve into the world of collaborative art 
making.  

And how much will all this adventure cost? I hear you ask… $12 per week 
for the 1st child in each family, $10 for siblings. Art materials will be 
included each week and you will receive emails after each workshop series 
with relevant Stage Statements and follow up activities you may wish to do 
at home.  
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